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Abstract: The principal problems of electronic excitation evolution and the 
phenomena of self-induced lattice distortion and self-trapping of excitation in rare-gas 
cryocrystals are considered. The mechanisms of energy relaxation and formation of 
new point defects in the lattice are analyzed on the basis of spectroscopic 
measurements of cathodoluminescence and absorption in VW and VIS ranges as a 
function of temperature and radiation dose. 

INTRODUCTION 

The original notion of elementary excitations in insulators goes back to the Frenkel works. Just 65 years 
ago Frenkel introduced a notion of exciton as an uncharged wave of excitation when considering the 
transformation of light into heat in monoatomic insulators, that is in rare gas solids (RGS). Later on these 
simplest cryocrystals served as ideal objects to study the fundamental problems of the condensed state such 
as the dynamics of excitons, the processes of excited state relaxation, the microscopic aspects of energy 
conversion from electronic excitation to atomic motions in the lattice, etc. Over the last decades we have 
witnessed remarkable progress in these fields of experimental and theoretical physics of cryocrystals, 
summarized in several reviews [l-61. However there are still quite a number of blanks and controversile 
points that need further consideration. This review is primarily concerned with dynamic processes of 
excitons in the lattice of RGS, viz the creation of excitons, their relaxation during interaction with phonons, 
various self-trapping mechanisms, exciton-stimulated phenomena of defect formation, etc. The 
consideration is based on highly - resolved spectroscopic measurements in VW and VIS ranges as a 
function of temperature, dose and energy of excitation. For short, only the experimental data for xenon and 
neon representing the extreme situations in the row of RGS, will be involved. 

ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND CREATION OF EXCITONS 

The rare gas cryocrystals have the widest band gap Eg, i.e. the largest excitation energy for an electronic 
system, and the smallest binding energy &b between atoms in the lattice. Thus, the energy concentrated in 
electronic excitation exceeds the characteristic lattice energies almost by two or three orders of magnitude. 
The processes of electronic energy relaxation in RGS are of particular interest from perspective for the 
electronically-induced atomic rearrangement in the lattice. Dynamics of electronic and excitonic states 
whose spectroscopic manifestations are considered below is controlled by the band structure parameters as 
well as by the interaction with a phonon system. Some characteristic energies of the band structure are 
given in Table 1. The conduction bands derived from the excited (n+l)s electrons are rather wide and 
experiments on drift mobilities evidence that the conduction electrons are delocalized in Xe, Kr, Ar but the 
question is not so clear for Ne. The stability of the electron states in the conduction band is determined by 
the electron affinity EA=&,-E,. This quantity is positive for Xe, Kr and negative for Ne. The latter means 
that exists an energy gain for quasi-solitary arrangement of electrons in the lattice of Ne. As the electron 
states in the conduction band have the spherical symmetry, the exciton and hole states display anisotropic 
properties. According to the weak-bonding approximation the hole (valence) bands are relatively narrow 
and splitted by spin - orbit interaction (Aso) and by interaction of atomic p - orbitals with crystal field 
( A n  is a longitudinal - transverse splitting). The hole and exciton states are formed by interatomic 
overlapping integrals that depend strongly on the angle between the axis of the atomic p-state 
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eV 
RGS 

Xe 
Ne 

Eg(3/2) Iga(3/2)-Eg(3/2) EA mh Eex Egzs(3/2)-Eex 2B 

9.32 3.0 0.5 2.0 8.36 0.08 0.9 
21.5 0.05 -1.3 0.5 17.36 -0.69 0.3 

r W 2 )  
n=l Luminescence 

I ,  

7 . 0  7 . 5  8.0 E, eV 16 16.5 17.5 18 E, eV 

Fig. 1 Luminescence and absorption of solid xenon and solid neon. 

EXCITON-PHONON INTERACTION: FREE AND LOCALIZED EXCITONS SHOWN 
BY ABSORPTION 

The interaction of electrons and excitons with phonon fields can cause dramatic modifications in the state 
of band quasi-particles. In cubic isotropic crystals with a single type of acoustic phonons the energy of 
electron (exciton)-phonon interaction Hi,,, is determined by the deformation potential C and is mainly 
connected with changes of volume during deformation: Hi,,, = - C div u (only longitudinal phonons are 
involved). In terms of the deformed ion model the quantity C,, for excitons is: Cex=Ce+ Ch, where Ch and 
C, are the deformation potential of valence and conduction bands, respectively. Due to deformability of the 
lattice the exciton is able to induce a local distortion around itself during its life time and to be self-trapped 
by it. There are two characteristic energies, D and ELR for RGS which define the energy of exciton-phonon 
interaction: D24s a root-mean-square energy of exciton-phonon interaction at the initial stage of exciton 
creation (for absorption) and ELR-is a gain in the system energy from the lattice distortion around STE (at 
the final stage of exciton relaxation before luminescence). In this connection two dimensionless parameters 
must be considered, namely: a small parameter h for exciton-phonon scattering and a large parameter A for 
the self-trapping, A>>1 (see Tab.2)[2,5,7].The basic energies and parameters of exciton-phonon interaction 
are listed in Tab.2. For RGS the triple inequalities are always fulfilled hw<<D<<B<ELR(Tab. 1, 2). The 
competition between free and localized states seen by absorption is governed by a small nonadiabatic 
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RGS 
Xe 

parameter h=D2/B2. The competition between FE and STE seen by luminescence is governed by a large 
adiabatic parameter A=ELR/B. 
TABLE 2. Binding energy, average phonon energy and characteristic energies and parameters of exciton-phonon interaction 
for n = 1 r(3/2) in the case of one-center (a-STE) and two-center (m-STE) self-trapping. 

I eV I Eb I h a  I D I L = D ~ / B ~  I ELR I A=Em/B I E,/h I 
0.16 0.006 10.07 <0.03 m-STE:0.85 1.9 140 

a m : 0 . 8 5  .- 130 3 

Ne 7.8 206 0.019 0.0075 0.08 0.3 
m-STE : 1.5 5 

Numerical calculations of exciton damping in comparison with the kinetic energy of excitons are shown in 
Fig.2 for Xe and for Ne. It is seen that for Xe there is a region below the dotted curve which represents free 
excitons with &k>Tk(E) and For Ne over the whole energy region of excitonic resonance the 
inequalities GL(E)>Ek>rk(E) are valid. The effect of exciton-phonon coupling on absorption spectra has 
been estimated in two limiting approaches: weak exciton damping [9] and strong exciton- phonon coupling 
[8]. For Xe separated bands of almost free and localized states were obtained (the integral intensity of the 
latter is about 3%). In Ne the only absorption band is presented under nonadiabatic mixing of free and 
vibronically excited localized states [ 101. 
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Fig. 2 Kinetic energy and damping of excitons for solid xenon and solid neon. 

DIFFERENT CHANNELS OF CREATION AND POPULATION OF STEs 
COEXISTENCE OF FE AND STE IN LUMINESCENCE 

As we have shown, the excitons are in free or/and unrelaxed (nonadiabatic) localized states immediately 
after optical creation. During exciton radiation lifetime zrd the possibility exists of developing the 
relaxation process with strong lattice distortion which result in a energy gain of a composite system 
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consisting of a local lattice deformation and a particle trapped by it: ELR>B, E L R  = c:~ 1 2 M S  2 .  The 
transition from FE to STE goes on with overcoming a barrier to ST-ing. According to [7] at T<ha/A, the 
ST rate is given by the expression 

T S T ( T )  = a ( B  e x p ( - x B  1 A ' a )  (3) 
xB / A2 being the height of the ST barrier. In the RGS lattice there are a variety of local relaxed 
configurations which lower the common energy of the system around STE. One of the main factors 
defining the channel of the lattice relaxation is a competition between the contributions of hole ( C h )  and 
electron (C,) deformational potentials to C e x .  It should be particularly emphasized that the contribution of 
c h  is strongly dependent on the angle between polarization wave vector k and lattice vector I .  As is shown 
in [ 111, the overlapping integrals for transverse (JI) and longitudinal (Jn) holes (excitons) are distinguished 
by a factor of eight (Jn>Ji). Thus, the contribution of c h ,  to C,, reduces remarkably for transverse excitons. 
In the Xe lattice of high polarisability an anisotropic attraction for all angles of the excited atom interaction 
is predominant, 1.e. C e x E C h  ( I c e l < c h ) .  In the Ne lattice the c h  contribution is four times less than for Xe and 
at least for transverse excitons is predominant an isotropic repulsion (C,), i.e. C e x X e  ( I C e / > C h ) .  In Xe only a 
two-center channel of m-ST-ing with a redistribution of the resonant bonds to two atoms (excimer) is 
realized (Fig.1). In Ne a one-center channel of ST-ing with a creation of a bubble and a break of the 
resonant binding around a-STE is more favorable (Fig.1). The cooperation of the defect (impurity) 
potential with the exciton-phonon coupling enhances the ST efficiency. In this case the defect (impurity)- 
assisted extrinsic ST-ing with an efficient lowering of the ST-barrier takes place. There is another 
possibility of direct population of STE states via hole-electron recombination. The m-STE states are 
populated under radiative recombination (m-STh with free or trapped electrons). The a-STE states are 
populated under dissociative recombination (m-STh with free or trapped electrons). When stating the 
concept of coexistence of FE and STE the population of STE via e-h recombination as well as through 
extrinsic ST-ing was not involved. This conception concerns only intrinsic STE. The effect of coexistence 
is supported by the sophisticated treatment of luminescence in Xe, Kr and Ar, where the resonant peaks and 
bands with the Stokes shift are observed simultaneously [2,3]. Evidence of the FE and m-STE coexistence 
is rather convincing for Xe (Fig. 1): i) there exists a M2 component in m-STE which is independent of dose 
irradiation, i.e. it is avaliable in the regular lattice [12]; ii) the time resolved spectroscopy confirms the view 
that the FE-peak is a precursor of the state emitting a fast component of the M2-band [ 131; iii) the intensity 
of the FE-peak is independent of temperature up to 50K, in agreement with tunneling through the ST- 
barrier (Fig.3a) [ 13,141; iv) the value of m = 2 .  lo-' s measured in [ 131 satisfies the condition for occurrence 
of FE in luminescence: T , , ~ = Z . ~ O - ~ S  < TST. 

4 1  

FEx20 I n  

5 

Fig. 3 Temperature dependencies of cathodoluminescence intensities of FE and m-STE (a); and dose dependencies of 
MI-STE at different temperatures (b). 
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EXCITON-INDUCED DEFECT FORMATION UNDER m-STE-ing 
The luminescence spectroscopy of high resolution evidences that the multicomponent structure is observed 
for each band of the bulk m-STE and a-STE centers in RGS and only the intensity of one of the 
components (M2 for m-STE) is independent of irradiation at small doses and decreases at elevated doses. 
Other bulk components are intensified under irradiation with time, suggesting accumulation of stable 
defects in RGS. The defects intercept FE energy resulting in an increase of the bulk ST-ing at the expense 
of the surface ST-ing. Anticorrelation of the MI and M2 behaviors is also displayed by the temperature 
dependence above 15K (Fig. 3a). From the general point of view the ST process can be considered as a 
loss of the lattice stability induced by the electronic subsystem and abrupt changes of the local topology of 
the adiabatic surface. Such a fast atomic rearrangement around STE can be topologically described by 
using the method of the mathematical theory of elementary catastrophes in the bifhrcational plurality [ 1-51, 
In this sense the STE is a transient “defect” state and the process of permanent defect creation becomes 
possible under the condition AE>>&b and TST> z a .  The first inequality means that the energy AE released 
on ST-ing exceeds the binding energy &b, and the second inequality requires that defects should be formed 
and stabilized during the ST-time (1.e. l o 8  s for Xe). Nowadays it is well known that the m-STE decay 
provokes a creation of stable point defects (Frenkel pairs) at the off-center position and a reorientation of 
the excimer molecule in alkalihalides [6]. In [12] it is shown that DF under m-STE in Xe occurs not only 
at the final stage of m-STE but also in the course of energy relaxation during the lifetime of excited states 
(for long-living states). In Fig. 3b the dose dependencies of the m-STE intensity at different temperatures 
are shown for M1 component in Xe. The slopes of the dose dependencies dI/dt are a nonmonotonic 
fhnction of temperature with a maximum at 35K. Above TXOK there is no temperature effect. The 
maximum in the DF-efficiency and its decrease at higher temperature implies that the DF-mechanism in the 
4-60K range is not consistent with the motion of the initial vacancies presented before irradiation. Indeed, 
the diffusion coefficient of external vacancies at T<60K is small D,<1026 cm.i’ and has no maximum vs T. 
Thus, the defects are formed during m-ST-ing but at which stage of it? The DF-channel at the final stage of 
the m-STE decay due to the transition to a repulsive curve with AEor0.5 eV is an athermic channel and 
manifests itself purely in the 5-15K temperature range when the correlation of MI, and M2 intensities is 
observed (Fig. 3a). The DF-channel at the first stage of m-ST-ing (in the excited state) is a temperature 

dependent channel for molecular states Z, of Xe the lifetime TR(T) of which decreases with increasing 
temperature. The number of permanent defects originated per unit time via the “excited state” channel is 
determined as follows: 

3 +  

d N i f  / d t  ~t T s r  + T ; ; , ! ( T ) . N ( T ~ ( T ) , T ~ ~ ( T ) ) ,  a n d  d N i f  / d t  oc d I ( T ) / d t .  (5) 

0 10 20 30 40 50 

Temperature, K 

3 +  characterizes the change in Z, population in 

a time fq; 7 -$ a exp - E df kT in assumption 

of a thermo - activated process of DF. In Fig. 4 
the dashed line shows the results calculated by (5). 
The calculated curve describes well the experimental 
dependencies of the defect accumulation rate dI,l/dt 
for the following values of parameters: ~ d ~ 4 . 2 . 1 0 ’  s, 

( a / )  

E, df ~1 .5.102 eV, for TR(T) we used the data on time 

for ’ c i  state given in [3]. The analysis made favors 
the view that the possibility of the permanent point 
defect formation exists at all stages of the excitonic ST- 
relaxation to molecular centers. The M1 band of 
m-STE for the stable defect position (off-center 
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EXCITON-INDUCED DEFECT FORMATION UNDER a-ST-ing 

The main contribution to the luminescence of solid neon in the VUV region is made by a-STEs that occur 
in the vicinity of the gaseous transitions (3P2, 3P1, ‘PI) with a small matrix shift relative to that of gas and a 
large Stokes one in relation to unrelaxed excitons in absorption (Figs. 1 and 5). The a-STE distinguishing 
feature is a rich fine structure consisting of three bulk (“2”, “l”, “d”) and two surface (“O”, “s”) 
components for each of the atomic states [2,3]. It should be mentioned that many of the impurity centers in 
Ne also exhibit a structure similar to that of the bulk components of a-STE of pure neon [16] (Fig. 5) .  
Taking into account the fact that in Ne predominant are repulsion forces, the a-STE microscopic structure 
can be adequately given in terms of the model “an excited atom in a bubble”. 

1 3 ~  1 3 ~  
2 1  

0 

1‘ 1 

c‘\ 
18.6 16.7 I€ 

I IP  1 

K 3  

d a-STE 

Ne, 4,2K - 

a 16.9 E,eT 

d 

I I 

9.5 9.6 9.7 E,eV 
Fig. 5 Multicomponent structure of a-STE bands of luminescence in pure Ne and Xe in Ne. 

When being under the action of negative isotropic deformation potential, -C, - -Cc, the exciton tends to 
push apart the surrounding lattice so that the energy gain ELR goes mainly to radial atomic displacements, r. 
In parallel with the first rough estimations of bubble dimensions under the assumption “ut tensio sic vis”, [2] 
a great body of comprehensive calculations within different approximations was made [6]. The estimates of 

v1 
c.’ 
.m - C 
3 

a-STE ( 3 p ,  ) T=4.2K 

0 2 0  4 0  6 0 d , m 8 i n  
Fig. 6 Temperature (a) and dose (b) dependencies of the a-STE intensity for 
,, O U  4, 1 , 2 and “d” components in solid Ne. 

atomic displacement in the 
first coordination sphere, Arlz 
(0.2-0.3)rl, and bubble radius, 
rb - 3.8 - 4.1 4 obtained by 
different approximations are 
in not so poor agreement 
with each other. Note that the 
deformation involves more 
than ten coordination spheres. 
The calculated matrix shifts 
under a-STE for a symmetric 
displacement prove to be 
consistent with the position 
of component “2”. The 
temperature variations in 
intensity of the bulk 
components (Fig. 6a) and 

their dose dependencies (Fig. 6b) suggest that component “2” should be indeed-ascribed to the relaxation 
of the regular lattice with a reversible distortion. At the same time components “1” and “d” may be 
attributed to different metastable stages of a more profound relaxation with a local distortion of the cubic 
symmetry. As the dose is increased, the intensity of components “1” and (Fig. 6a and 6b) “d” becomes 
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higher, i.e. there occur a generation and an accumulation of bulk defects under a-STE. The possibility of 
developing a cavity with the symmetry breaking by the pattern of microplastic deformation is considered in 
[ 1 11. According to [ 1 11, if the radius of the first coordination sphere increases by a factor of w (r+Arl,=wrl 
and the sphere surface by a factor of wz, the extended sphere accommodates 12w2 atoms instead of initial 
12, i.e. AN=12(w2-1) extra: for Ne* /Ne ~ 1 . 2 2 ,  1.e. ANz5.8, for Xe /Ne ~ 1 . 4 ,  i.e. AN~11.5.  For 
N>>1 a rearrangement of the surrounding lattice with a more dense population of the first coordination 
sphere and an increase in the number of vacancies inside the sphere, i.e. a generation of point defects of a 
vacancy-interstitial atom type, is more favorable as regards minimum energy consumption. If the average 
energy of the formation of a vacancy near a-STE in Ne is assumed to be h-0.015 eV [ 5 ,  61 (h<ho=0.02 eV 
for the vacancy formation in the regular lattice), the displacement EZ1 from configuration “2” to 
configuration “1” is associated with a firther extension of the cavity for 4-5 vacancies for pure Ne 
(Ez1=0.065 eV) and for 9-10 vacancies for Xe in Ne (E~1=0.14 eV>, in good agreement with the possibility 
of additional population of the sphere under DF [ 111. It should be noted that the narrow component “d’ 
corresponds to a slight red shift relative to the gas, that is typical for predominance of polarization 
attraction for bubble dimensions higher than the equilibrium ones. The situation is realized if the a-ST-ing 
occurs in the vicinity of a cluster of vacancies accumulated due to the exciton-induced DF under a-STE. 
The deciding factor for relaxation with stable defect formation is a condition TST>Tdf. According to [2], the 
ratio of intensities of components “2” and “1” for different impurity centers in solid Ne correlates well with 
the time of population of these centers from higher-lying states. Another evidence for the significance of the 
time condition may be the data given in [ 171 for selective excitation of a-STE: component “1” is absent on 
a-STE excitation to the lowest band r(3s) and observed only on excitation from higher exciton bands. It 
should be mentioned that some authors have attempted to treat the manifold structure of a-STE in Ne in 
terms of the motion of external (external) vacancies [5,17]. But we suppose that this mechanism is valid 
only at elevated temperatures ( T>19 K for Ne). Another interesting possibility of investigating the a-STE 
process in solid Ne exists when observing “hot” luminescence in the visible spectrum region of 1.65-2.1 eV 
[18]. In this region there occur transitions from higher 3p: states corresponding to the excitons of the 
Brillouin zone X-point to 3sk states. Of the VIS luminescence typical also is the multicomponent structure, 
but channel “1” corresponding to the nonsymmetric atomic displacement and the induced DF is invariably a 
dominant channel of the bulk a-STE. It is natural that the enhancement of component “1” in the VIS- 
spectrum would be ascribed to the anisotropy of - C, due to that of the electron cloud for an outer-shell 
electron of p,-states. 

EVIDENCE OF ELECTRON ST-ing IN Ne 
As is known, the recombination of holes and free electrons in heavy RGSs makes the main contribution to 
the population of free excitons [4]. Consideration of the situation in Ne suggests that there exists an 
additional channel of dissociative recombination with a direct population of STE states [Ne; +e- ] [20]. In 
the context of recombination population of a-STE in Ne with the participation of STe, we can show the 
results on T-dependence of the total intensity of a-STE cathodo-luminescence and T-variations in the ratio 
of bulk and surface luminescences for W V  and VIS bands (Fig.7). It is evident that as T is increased: (i) 
the total luminescence intensity, Iut, increases; and (ii) the ratio IbudIsurf. reduces for the VLTV bands and 
(iii) that increases for the VIS ones. The above data can be reasonably treated with taking into account the 

2 4 6 ‘T,K’ 

Fig.7 Total intensity Itotand ratio Ibuk /ISu6for V W  
and VIS as function of T. 

Ne, 4.2 K ! 
E. = 0.3 keV i 

--y, j 
0 0.1 0 2  & s t - ’ , * - ’  

0 50 100 150 t, S 
Fig.8 Afterglow of pure neon (x,A) and impurity 
centers in Ne: Oxygen (<D), Xe (El). 
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fact that the hopping mobility of self-trapped electrons (of a small depth of the well) and localized excitons 
enhances with increasing T. The former promotes a more efficient population of the bulk luminescence 
centers through the recombination involving STe and the latter contributes to a faster bulk - to surface 
energy transport by localized excitons. The opposite T-dependencies for WV and VIS bands suggest that 
the lower { ~ s L }  states are mainly populated through the localized states of excitons in their subsequent 
relaxation to a-STE while the (3pi) - states are principally populated due to the recombination of holes 
with self-trapped electrons. 

One hrther unique property of the luminescence of Ne is the existence of intense and prolonged afterglow 
for WV and VIS bands. In Fig.8 shown are the afterglow curves for pure Ne and impurity centers - 
oxygen (5S-3P)O* and xenon (3P-'So)Xe*. It should be mentioned that all the luminescence bands shown 
have their own radiation lifetimes of approximately a few tens of ns, i.e. the prolongs afterglow is direct 
testimony to recombination delay. The characteristic times of the afterglow are of several seconds though 
the afterglow is observed over hundreds of seconds. The afterglow kinetics is described by a simple 
hyperbolic relation I(t)=Io( l+t/tY', corresponding to a two-particle recombination process (see the inset in 
Fig.8). The rough estimates of characteristic decay times, T=(n:v oyl give r~:-lO'~crn-~ for the number of 
electrons involved in the recombination, i.e. of the same order of magnitude as the number of proper 
electrons generated on cathodo-excitation [ 181. 

CONCLUSIONS 
It seems that the recent surge of interest in the basics physics of RGS excited states has resulted in 
advances that deepen our understanding of same aspects such as the coexistence of free and localized 
excitonic states, the mechanisms of ST-ing and the following exciton-induced processes of atomic 
rearrangements in the lattice due to conversion of electronic energy to atomic degree of freedom. The 
creation and the temporal evolution of excitons in the lattice are controlled by two contraposed tendencies 
of the matter - the continual and discrete ones. 

For clarity I have not touched on some problems with inherent contradictions. But such problems do exist, 
especially in the field of exciton kinetics and energy transfer. Despite their apparent simplicity, the wide-gap 
cryocrystals display an intriguing range of unresolved complexities which are still fascinating for hrther 
research. 
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